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CHAPTER 4 Volatility, Risk, and Returns
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**CHAPTER 12 Alpha Games**
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**CHAPTER 13 Alpha Seeking Applications**

4. In 2005, regulation SHO in the United States created a much more demanding set of rules for short selling, which has increased the disclosure of short-sell lists, but published lists are often conservative (list distributed to the retail public put more “impossible to borrows” to avoid problems) and incomplete.
6. Define $T(x)$ as the cumulative area between the CDFs up to a point $x$, where $T(x) = \int_{-\infty}^{x}CDF(A(t)) - CDF(B(t))dt$. If $T(x)>0$ for all $x$, then $B$ is said to second order stochastically dominate $A$, and be less risky.
7. Robeco Institutional Conservative Equity Fund (RINCEFD NA), Robeco’s Capital Growth European Conservative Equity (ROECIEU LX), and Unigestions Unigest Swiss Minimum Variance (RBSSVMVF SW).
11. SVX, SGX, and SPX indexes.
15. It turns out that the default problem has a flat maximum, so that the basic model converges pretty well after 1,000 or so bad observations. Thus, the in-sample and out-of-sample default model, given sufficient data, are not hugely different; that is, the model outperforms the agency ratings, though not as much.
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